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Foreword
The Bible: the bestselling book in the world,
and an incredibly personal and intimate word
and way of life. The Bible is a source of huge
joy and power, but reading it takes effort and
commitment. That’s where Fresh From the Word
comes in. Here you will find daily reflections
from a variety of writers, fresh perspectives,
moving prayers, and themes to make you think.
I encourage you to make this book, with the
Bible nearby, a part of your daily ritual. But it’s not just about good
habits. How can the Bible make a difference in our lives?
First, we need to let God’s word save us. It’s easy to think that
the Bible simply gives moral guidance. But we need more than the
gentle physiotherapy of morality and ethics; we need desperate
heart surgery. It is in reading the Bible that we see our situation
revealed; and at the same time it holds out God’s love to us in Jesus
Christ. If there is a devastating judgement here for us in the Bible
there is also the most wonderful good news: God loves us and in
Christ has forgiven us.
Second, we need to let God’s word steer us. The desire to go along
with everybody else is particularly strong today when most of us
are constantly connected digitally to each other and to the global
culture of emails, tweets and Facebook. If we pay attention to it, the
Spirit of God in scripture will steer us on a safe course. Reading the
Bible regularly, thoughtfully and prayerfully will guide us through
life. It may not be a comfortable direction – going against the flow
never is – but it will be the right one.
Finally, we need to let God’s word strengthen us. The Bible comes
to our aid providing constant encouragement and reminding us
that God has given his Spirit to support his people in even the most
difficult of circumstances.
God has spoken to us through scripture and our grateful response
should be to listen: to read it daily and let it save, steer and
strengthen us – every day!

Revd Canon J.John
vii

How to use Fresh From the Word
How do you approach the idea of regular Bible reading? It may
help to see daily Bible reading as spiritual exploration. Here is a
suggestion of a pattern to follow that may help you develop the
discipline but free up your mind and heart to respond.
• Before you read, take a few moments – the time it takes to say
the Lord’s Prayer – to imagine God looking at you with love.
Feel yourself enfolded in that gaze. Come to scripture with your
feet firmly planted.
• Read the passage slowly before you turn to the notes. Be
curious. The Bible was written over a period of nearly 1000
years, over 2000 years ago. There is always something to learn.
Read and reread.
• If you have access to a study Bible, pay attention to any echoes
of the passage you are reading in other parts of the biblical
book. A word might be used in different ways by different
biblical authors. Where in the story of the book are you
reading? What will happen next?
• ‘Read’ yourself as you read the story. Be attentive to your
reactions – even trivial ones. What is drawing you into the
story? What is repelling you? Observe yourself ‘sidelong’ as you
read as if you were watching a wild animal in the forest; be still,
observant and expectant.
• What in the scripture or in the notes is drawing you forward in
hope? What is closing you down? Notice where the Spirit of Life
is present, and where negative spirits are, too. Follow where life
is leading. God always leads into life, even if the way feels risky.
• Lift up the world and aspects of your life to God. What would
you like to share with God? What is God seeking to share with
you?
• Thank God for being present and offer your energy in the day
ahead, or in the day coming after a night’s rest.
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Introduction from the Editor
The dream and ideal of being at one with each other has always been at
the heart of the International Bible Reading Association. Our founding
vision in 1882 was not simply reading the Bible, but reading it together
in small groups. We never printed books, only tweet-sized daily ‘Hints’
designed to encourage the small groups that gathered in homes, factories
and workplaces, and churches. It was a revolutionary idea, reflecting the
conviction that being ‘at one’ is both the fruit of Bible study and also
the preparation for it. We knew then, as we know now, that we can only
understand the full richness of scripture when we read it together; yet we
also confess that the unity we seek is a gift of God through Jesus Christ.
So it is fitting that ‘at-one-ment’ is our Lenten theme this year: ‘at-one-ment’
captures something special about what we are at IBRA, and what all Christians
hope for. For five weeks, we lift up this theme to catch the light in many ways:
how can we be at one with each other, with the environment, with God,
and with ourselves, in our world today? Clare Nonhebel in Dorset, UK, Terry
Lester in Cape Town, Lynne Frith in Auckland and Jennifer Smith in London will
lead us into these vital issues. In IBRA it’s something we practise every day,
wherever we live in the world; yet it is also our prayer and sustaining hope,
never more so than in Lent.
We have a whole range of themes on offer this year. This year’s themes
include dreams, longing to belong, the creativity of the Trinity, politics of
food, friendship in the digital age and a series to mark the 500th Martin Luther
anniversary. Continuous books we read this year include Isaiah 1–39, 1 and 2
Timothy, Esther, Matthew and Exodus.
Our writers include an Anglican Benedictine in New Zealand, a Presbyterian
and Anglicans in South Africa, pioneers and seekers in the UK who blur church
boundaries, Pentecostals, Roman Catholics, Baptists and many more. New
writers reflect our desire to represent the diverse face of the church: Richard
Benda from Rwanda, Simei Monteiro from Brazil and Raj Patta from India are
featured for the first time. Rabbi Alexandra Wright also writes for us, for the
first time, on some difficult passages in Judges. What all these writers share
is a commitment to reflect on the history, theology and message of the Bible,
and on their own lives and the places they live.
Last year, we were able to grow our social media presence and use it to
strengthen the bonds that make us one. May those bonds
grow even more this year, both through our daily effort and
through the grace of the One who makes us one.
Yours in Christ,

Nathan Eddy
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Acknowledgements and abbreviations
Some writers use the abbreviations ce and bce to indicate Common Era/before
the Common Era according to modern convention. No disrespect is intended.
The use of the letters a or b in a text reference, such as Luke 9:37–43a, indicates
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New King James Version®. Copyright © 1982 by Thomas Nelson. Used
by permission. All rights reserved.
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Churches of Christ in the United States of America. Used by permission.
All rights reserved.

Hymn quotations from Alleluia Aotearoa, Faith Forever Singing and Hope is
Our Song are used with the permission of the New Zealand Hymnbook Trust.
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Reading the Bible

Reading the Bible – Catrin Harland

Notes based on the New Revised Standard Version by Catrin Harland
Catrin Harland is the Methodist chaplain to the University
of Sheffield, where she spends her time discussing life and
faith with students and staff, usually over a coffee and a slice
of cake. She is passionate about equipping young adults to
live out their calling in the church and the world. She has a
doctorate in New Testament studies, a passion for reading,
walking and comedy (watching, rather than performing, much
to the relief of all who know her), and three children who fill
her time fairly effectively between them.

Sunday 1 January
All human life: singing with the God of poetry
Psalm 1:1–6
Happy are those who do not follow the advice of the wicked, or take the
path that sinners tread, or sit in the seat of scoffers; but their delight is in
the law of the LORD, and on his law they meditate day and night. (verses
1–2)

This week, we shall look at some of the types of writing in the
Bible – the kinds of texts that we will encounter during the year.
We’ll find letters, stories, history, teaching, wisdom and prophecy.
But we begin with a psalm, as the Psalms in many ways sum up all
the rest.
The Bible is, in one sense, an account of human interaction with
God – God at work through historical events, people learning about
God through stories and teaching, God present in the believers’
fellowship, divine inspiration in wise or prophetic speech. And
the Psalms are a collection of poetic hymns which express human
emotion and human relationship with God.
They reflect humanity at its most raw – people struggling to follow
God, wrestling with a sense of betrayal, or desperately pleading for
justification, revenge or forgiveness. They show people celebrating
God’s creative activity, rejoicing in God’s love, singing in worship or
(as here) declaring a commitment to follow God’s law. They include
expressions of wisdom, community, broken fellowship, hatred,
love and anger. Like the prophets, they demand justice. And they
rehearse the history of God’s people.
In short, whether good or bad, in the Psalms all human life is found.
† God, give me honesty to shed my tears before you, courage to bring my questions
to you, and commitment to sing my joy to you.
1
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Monday 2 January
Older and wiser?
Celebrating the God of wisdom
Proverbs 8:22–31
When he marked out the foundations of the earth, then I was beside
him, like a master worker; and I was daily his delight, rejoicing before him
always, rejoicing in his inhabited world and delighting in the human race.
(verses 29b–31)

Wisdom, we often hear, comes with age. I hope this is true – that
one day, if I live long enough, I will become truly wise. But I’m not
so sure. Experience and knowledge may come with age, but does
wisdom not relate more to how this is applied? I have met some
very wise young people (and a few foolish elders), who learn from
their experience, understand the limits of their knowledge and are
aware of the consequences of their actions.
The book of Proverbs is dedicated to the pursuit and celebration of
wisdom. Much of it is a collection of insights – perhaps reflecting
the collective applied experience of a community, written down for
the benefit of future generations. It is the biblical equivalent of the
culturally-shaped little sayings many of us remember hearing from
our parents or grandparents.
But this part of the book is simply a celebration of the very nature of
wisdom. It celebrates wisdom not only as a part of God’s creation,
but as the first work of creation. Before shaping the heavens and
earth, God made wisdom. Wisdom is intimately bound up in the
relationship between Creator and creation. It has been there from
the very beginning of that relationship, rejoicing in it.
Perhaps wisdom is even more than understanding how to apply our
experience to live better. Wisdom is a part of godliness. It comes
from living in relationship with God. God’s wisdom is deeper than
ours can ever be, however long we live, and any of us, at any age,
can know God and live wisely.
† God of wisdom, make us wise enough to seek your will, wise enough to choose
your ways, wise enough to trust in you. Draw us deeper into you, until your
wisdom lives in us.
For further thought
• Paul says, ‘For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with
God.’ (1 Corinthians 3:19) What do you think he meant by this?

2
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Tuesday 3 January
Does God care? Challenging the God of history
Ezra 1:1–11
In the first year of King Cyrus of Persia, in order that the word of the Lord
by the mouth of Jeremiah might be accomplished, the Lord stirred up the
spirit of King Cyrus of Persia so that he sent a herald throughout all his
kingdom. (verse 1)

Open any newspaper and you might find yourself wondering where
God is. Does God even care? It is a question which has troubled
humans since we began to think about our relationship with the
divine. Even in the Bible we find people and nations demanding an
answer to it.
The history writers of the Bible, however, are clear that God can
– and does – intervene in people’s lives, acting through the good
news and the bad, shaping history according to a divine plan. When
things were not going well, when powerful nations conquered
Israel and exiled her people, when the Temple was destroyed, these
were presented as the consequences of human unfaithfulness and
divine anger. And now that anger has subsided, God is using a
foreign leader as an agent of grace.
This is not without its problems, of course. What are we to think
when we see whole communities destroyed by natural disasters,
or vulnerable children apparently abandoned to the mercy of the
merciless? If this is God’s doing, what does it say about God’s
compassion? If it is not, what does it say about God’s power?
These are difficult questions, with no easy answers. Sometimes,
like the Israelites in exile, all we can do is wrestle and cry out. But
for Ezra, there was a message of hope. Through the generosity
(or the careful political calculations) of Cyrus, ruler of the Persian
Empire, Israel is restored to her homeland, Temple, worship and
relationship with God. This is no accident, we are clearly told. This
is the love of God.
† King of heaven, comfort those who feel themselves at the mercy of rulers or of the
forces of nature. Give us courage to wrestle with difficult questions, and faith to
see you at work.
For further thought
• Where does all this leave those who are not lucky enough to see
an end to their suffering? Is God’s grace selectively bestowed?

3
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Wednesday 4 January
Weapons into beauty:
responding to the God of prophecy
Micah 4:1–7
For out of Zion shall go forth instruction, and the word of the Lord from
Jerusalem. He shall judge between many peoples … they shall beat their
swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; nation
shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any
more. (verses 2b and 3b)

In the British Museum, in London, there is a remarkable set of
sculptures. They include trees, animals and a royal throne. And all
are made of guns – the instruments of death and war – turned into
things of beauty and expressions of peace.
For Micah, as for many of the prophets, contemplation of the future
of Jerusalem offers an all-embracing, peaceful vision. The prophets
promise the Israelites that their spiritual home will become a focal
point for all people, bringing peace and harmony between the
nations. But this is not strictly a relationship of equals. Israel has a
special place in this vision, instructing all the nations in the ways
of the Lord.
This must have been a comforting message for an occupied and
exiled people. It promises a future in which they will no longer be
oppressed, but will have power. And significantly, they will not use
that power to oppress others, but to invite others to share in the
joy of knowing and worshipping God, in peace and harmony.
How sad, then, that although Jerusalem has indeed become a
spiritual home for many people, in the process it has become one
of the most fought-over cities in the world. Perhaps, once again,
we need to hear that vision of hope from the prophets. A vision of
hope, of peace, of nations learning war no more. A vision in which
bridges are built on the ruins of tanks, and hands empty of guns
are extended in love.
† God of Abraham, Isaac, Ishmael and Jacob, bring peace to Jerusalem, that holy
city in a holy land. Bless all who work for peace there and elsewhere – give them
courage, strength and hope.
For further thought
• Where in your own life, in your local community or globally do
swords need to be beaten into ploughshares? What can you do
to help?
4
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Thursday 5 January
Love and best wishes:
writing the God of community
Romans 16:1–16
Greet Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes, Patrobas, Hermas, and the brothers
and sisters who are with them. Greet Philologus, Julia, Nereus and his
sister, and Olympas, and all the saints who are with them. Greet one
another with a holy kiss. All the churches of Christ greet you. (verses
14–16)

I am a terrible letter-writer. As a child, I could never keep up a penpal relationship and was relieved that my birthday’s closeness to
Christmas meant I could get away with one set of thank-you letters
each year. Even now, I frequently forget to reply to emails and no
doubt often cause offence as a result.
Not so for Paul, who appears to have been an enthusiastic letterwriter. His output includes the short note to Philemon and the
lengthy theological treatise which is the Epistle to the Romans. But
even in Romans – a text whose complex theology has engaged
Christians over many hundreds of years – we find a personal touch.
Most of the final chapter comprises a long list of greetings. We can
almost see Paul wracking his brains to make sure he has left no one
out.
This list of names, affectionately remembered, shows not Paul the
great theologian, but Paul the valued member of the community
of faith. He had probably never visited the Roman Church at this
point, but he is known to them by reputation. And through the
networks of Christians around the Roman Empire, he knows many
of its members personally.
We are shaped in our discipleship to a large extent by our faith
community – not merely by those we see on a day-to-day basis,
but by the worldwide community of Christians, and by those who
have gone before us and set us an example. Thanks be to God for
the love and fellowship of others!
† Thank you, God, for the love, care and encouragement which has shaped me as a
disciple. Thank you for those who have loved, challenged and corrected me. Give
me the grace to support others too.
For further thought
• Who have you not written or spoken to recently? Is there
someone who would benefit from your encouragement?
5
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Friday 6 January
Finding wonder:
going deeper with the God of stories
Mark 4:26–34
With many such parables he spoke the word to them, as they were able
to hear it; he did not speak to them except in parables, but he explained
everything in private to his disciples. (verses 33–34)

I always enjoy reading stories with children. I love sharing picture
books with toddlers, and discussing more complex stories with preteens. I enjoy young children’s complete acceptance for a story.
They do not need to know whether it really happened or is true
to life – it’s a story, to be enjoyed. They learn from it and grow
through it, without even realising it.
But an older child might have questions. Why did this happen to
that character? Will it happen to me? What does this mean? Does
it point to something deeper? These questions lead into other
thoughts, ideas and questions – for some of which, there are no
simple answers.
So it is with Jesus and his followers. He offers stories. He points to
ordinary things – the crops growing unseen in the soil, or the huge
mustard trees which start so small. He fills people’s minds with
pictures. He doesn’t need to explain them – the image is enough
for now, and will gradually become more and more meaningful.
As his hearers walk past the mustard tree each day, they will be
reminded of his teaching; their understanding will deepen and
questions will arise.
But with those who have been following for longer, who have
learnt more, he shares a little more. He explains, asks questions,
discusses and teaches.
Sometimes, I long for answers and explanations, and want to
wrestle with the deeper meaning. But sometimes, it’s enough just
to know that the kingdom of God is like the things that grow, and
I can look, enjoy and learn a little without even realising it.
† Christ, who took the children in your arms and blessed them, help us to become
more childlike in our learning and our growing, that we too may enter the kingdom
of heaven.
For further thought
• Where can you see pictures of the kingdom in the ordinary
things you see around you? Can you use the everyday to
illustrate the eternal?
6
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Saturday 7 January
Following our Rabbi:
learning from the God of teaching
John 14:15–24
You will know that I am in my Father, and you in me, and I in you. They
who have my commandments and keep them are those who love me; and
those who love me will be loved by my Father, and I will love them and
reveal myself to them. (verses 20–21)

Yesterday, we considered how, through stories, Jesus inspires
people to discover the kingdom. And how, for those who are his
closer followers, Jesus teaches, explains and elaborates.
Today, Jesus is drawing together much of that teaching for his very
closest disciples, at the end of his earthly ministry. He promises
to send the Holy Spirit; he teaches them how to live together in
community; he describes his closeness to the Father; and in the very
same breath and the same language, he describes the closeness of
his followers to him. We are ‘in Christ’ and he is ‘in us’, just as he
is ‘in his Father’.
This is the closeness of a rabbi and disciple. Like the best teachers,
Jesus has taught his disciples not just information or facts, but a
whole way of being. He has taught them to love learning from him.
He has taught them through his own life of self-giving service. He
has taught them the meaning of the kingdom and shown them the
very nature of the King. And now he is leaving them, supported by
the Spirit, to continue his work and teach those who come after.
He is leaving them with a reminder of their closeness to him – the
disciples walking in the way of the Rabbi and showing others how
to do likewise.
This is our calling – to walk in his way, to follow where he leads, to
learn from his teaching, to show others the way of love, and to seek
to grow daily more like him. The simplest and yet most challenging
lesson of all – and one to be contemplated and practised year long.
† Heavenly teacher, give me the humility to learn, the love to put my learning into
practice, and the grace to share what I have learnt with others. Make me a faithful
disciple.
For further thought
• What lesson do you struggle to learn from Jesus the Rabbi?
What is he trying to teach you? And what lessons have you
learnt well?
7

